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Christmas Edition 2019
Since September, the Daily mile has
gone on. Each day for15 minutes, the
school run as many laps as they can.
Recently, the school bought a running
track so that children don’t have to get
wet feet.
We have asked children for their opinions and here they are: Liam (year 6)
has told us that it is good because it
keeps us fit! Furthermore, Evan (year
5) said, “ Its very good for our bodies.”
Also, he told us that its good because it
encourages people to run.

Our school have amazing sporting abilities -which have a chance to shine–
during the Daily mile!!!

As part of our 5 ways to well being,
children have been set a challenge to
run as many laps as they can. Also,
there is another challenge if you can do
enough miles to reach Lap land. As
well as that, during every diamond assembly teachers will pick a child from
their class –who has tried extremely
hard in the Daily mile– to stand up and
be congratulated!

Nativity

On 12th December, reception did a
nativity play called: ‘Under the Christmas Star’.
Many people said that they were so
cute and brilliant little actors. Lorna
(year 6) has told us that she really
enjoyed the nativity because it was
funny and the costumes were really
cute.

Some more quotes that have been said
include: Daisy (year 6) has told us that
it helps to keep us to stay fit and
healthy as well as it being good exercise! Another opinion from our school is
that it calms me down from the stress
in life; she really enjoys it– Hollie year
4.

Jude said “ The receptions were really
funny and spectacular.” The reception
children knew what to do and there
were only a few errors. The teachers
(Mrs Warren) did a great job at teaching the receptions.

Even though some people don’t enjoy
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The building work has been a great success this year. The work started just
before the summer holidays and it finished a couple of months ago.

One of the most recent matches for the
A Team was against Brockworth Primary
versus Castle Hill at home.
The game was a really intense game
because the winner of the game went
top of the group and would hope to go
through to the next round.

Everything around the main reception
has moved; Mrs. Broadhurst now has a
new office –which is where the old reception used to be. Her old office is now
a massive space where the staff, teachers and other important people hold
their conference meetings.

The game kicked off at 3:30PM and finished at 4:00PM.The starting line up for
the game was Jacob Mason, Olivia
Aldridge, Charlotte Tredwell, Alfie Mason,
Lorna Watson, Michael O’malley and
Sam Tout with Lexson Taylor, Jude Howard and Ryan Van Zyl on the bench.

Hannah (who works in the office ) told
our reporters that she now has lots of
room to work and sort out files. She
continued to say, “the builders have
worked very hard over the summer holidays.”

Everyone around the school is eager to
have a look at the building work. The
building work has enabled the main
entrance to be in a more stable condition for an improvement to our already
outstanding school.

They were all really good and everyone
enjoyed it (especially us!).

running and some people do , it is a
huge success. This is because it keeps
our minds fit as well as our bodies.
When most people have finished their
short run they usually feel refreshed
and ready to do their afternoon creative
curriculum! For our miles to Lap land
challenge we’re counting how many
laps the whole class do each day.

The game started very intensely with a
counter attack for Castle Hill and the
shot from the edge of the box and eventually going out for a corner.
The first goal came when Sam Tout
struck the ball from just inside the box
and the keeper parried it into his own net
and that’s what makes it 1-0 to Castle
Hill.

New school entrance and offices

There was another chance for Brockworth but another amazing tackle from
Jacob Mason making it a corner to Brockworth.
The second goal in the game came when

Lorna Watson and Isaac Bailey

Jude Howard

Alfie Mason was on the counter with a lot
of support but he doesn't need it because
he caresses it into the bottom corner of
the goal.
HALF TIME REPORT:
Avery good half for both teams and will
be very interesting to see what happens
in te second half.
To make it 3-0 Alfie Mason slots home an
empty net from a pass from Lorna Watson.At the end of the game, Brockworth
got a consolation goal in the last minute.
Good luck to all of the teams representing the school for the rest of the season.

